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Regular price$65.00
/
                      
Free Shipping from IL, CA, TX, GA and PA. Ships in 2-3 days to 48 states. Fulfilled next day; cutoff time: 12am CST. Ships in discreet packaging. Policies





                      
                    

                      A fast, OB/GYN-approved and all-natural method of beating cytolytic vaginosis - for good.
                    

                      Vaginal suppositories for women with cytolytic vaginosis.
                    

                        	
                            
                               
                                
                              Each pack contains three suppositories
                            
                          


                      

                        	
                            
                               
                                
                              Note: If you have a severe type of CV, you may need multiple packs to clear it. It is recommended to purchase multiple packs of CV Ease first to clear your CV.
                            
                          


                      


  	
      
        
        In stock, ready to ship

      
    
	
      
        
        Inventory on the way

      
    







    



      
        Add to cart
      
    


  
          Default Title - $65.00 USD
        






                [{"id":40498953355298,"title":"Default Title","option1":"Default Title","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"cv_ease","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":null,"available":true,"name":"CV Ease","public_title":null,"options":["Default Title"],"price":6500,"weight":28,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":"shopify","barcode":"X0033Z2TZ9","requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[{"price_adjustments":[{"position":1,"price":5395}],"price":5395,"compare_at_price":6500,"per_delivery_price":5395,"selling_plan_id":1099300898,"selling_plan_group_id":"d6008301a9de1f8833ef5a83fc36c3bba7a371c3"}],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}}]
              

        

    
  








    
Ingredients

NeuEve is made with 100% all-natural food-grade ingredients, including organic palm oil, organic coconut oil, organic beeswax, organic rose essential oil, organic orange oil, organic vitamin E (d-α tocopherol), and a customized blend of nutrients. NeuEve does NOT contain boric acid, baking soda, petrochemicals, parabens, urea, glycols, and PEGs that harm friendly bacteria. Our goal is to support CV naturally and to prevent its recurrence by promoting a balanced vaginal microbiome.

How does CV Ease work?

Experiencing CV (cytolytic vaginosis) with burning and discharge and looking for relief? Consider trying NeuEve CV Ease, as it is designed to help alleviate CV-related burning and discharge.

One pack contains 3 vaginal suppositories. Use 1 every 3 days. If you have a mild case, one pack may help you find relief. But if you have a stubborn recurrent case, 2-3 packs may be needed.

After using the product, observing white discharge is normal. If you experience burning after inserting the suppository, it could be sensitivity due to cytolytic damage from CV. Continuing use may lead to improvement. To minimize irritation, you can cut the suppository in half and use one half at a time.

If you've used CV Ease and haven't found the relief you're seeking, please reach out to us at help@neueve.com to inquire about our Extra Strength version. This formulation is designed for advanced CV cases and is priced the same as the regular CV Ease but is customized for those with more persistent conditions. Many individuals have experienced relief from stubborn CV symptoms with its assistance. We have chosen not to list it on our website to avoid beginners experiencing sensitivity issues.

Good health maintenance is important for clearing recurrent CV. After CV is cleared, keeping 1 pack per month in your daily routine (once per week, skipping the menstrual period week) can help stop CV from coming back. We recommend a 3-month maintenance after CV is cleared. If you do not see CV returning for 3 months, you may not see CV for a long time.

Note: CV Ease may work for Lactobacillus overgrowth-related CV. But there is an exception. If your Lactobacillus species is predominantly Lactobacillus iners, CV Ease may not work. You will need to use AV NIL to clear it. Using probiotics may help you find relief sooner. This article shows you how to choose maintenance products after your CV is cleared.

The suppository may become soft in hot weather. Refrigerate before use.





  





      
        Testimonials

      

    

      
            ★★★★★This product is effective for stubborn CV. Natural ingredients which is a huge plus. I'm on long term antibiotics and the baking soda baths were not enough for me to control CV. I think I'll have reccurence of CV until I finish taking antibiotics.
I had slight irritation at first but it quickly subsided, it's expected.
Take is slow and don't use it along baking soda bath because it'll increase the PH too much and you'll have yeast. Slow and steady wins the race.



          

            ★★★★★Felt immediate relief with this product. Will be purchasing again.



          

            ★★★★★At first, I was skeptical about the product. So, happy I purchased it! It immediately starts to work and you get immediately the relief to ease symptoms. I experienced no irritation or burning. Only a slight itch. Trust me it works and going to the doctor for a prescription for a CV had never helped neither baking soda. I love CV-Ease and highly recommend it.



          


    







  












  Directions for use:

1. Use restroom to empty bowels or the bladder. Wash hands with soap and water.
2. Tear a single suppository apart from the group.
3. Find the bullet point of the suppository. It has two opened wings.
4. Peel open the suppository shell.
5. Lie on back, raise knees and gently insert the suppository with a finger and push into the vagina as far as it will comfortably go.
6. Stay in this position for about 15 minutes, or until the suppository melts.
Using at bedtime is desirable. Do not use during menses.
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Our organic ingredients are the best quality.
Our suppositories and creams are packed with vitamins and nutrients.
We are so confident you will be satisfied with NeuEve that we will give you your money back if you are unsatisfied.*
* Limited to one box (except S&H) per customer for life, to prevent abuse.

Satisfaction Guarantee Terms




  






Disclaimer:

The statements and products referred to throughout this site have not been evaluated by the FDA.
They are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
Specific results are not guaranteed and results may vary.

For more information, please read our full legal disclaimer.
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          📦 Free Shipping
Fulfilled Every Morning (except Sundays) via USPS from IL, CA, TX, GA and PA. Ships in Discreet Packaging. Cutoff time is midnight.


                    Full Details
                  
🔁 Subscribe and Save
Save up to 17% on subscriptions.



                    Full Details
                  
💬 We're Here for You
For Non-Medical Issues -
We're available M-F, 10-5, CST
for Live Chat
Email: help@neueve.com
For Medical Questions - Contact Form
Medical Coaching for Simple Cases is $35

Medical Coaching for Complex Cases is $150
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      Disclaimer:

  


    
      The statements and products referred to throughout this site have not been evaluated by the FDA.
They are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
Specific results are not guaranteed and results may vary.
For more information, please read our full legal disclaimer.
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We want to live in a world where kindness, love and helping others can make a big impact.
NeuEve LLC
3327 N. Ridge Ave
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
USA
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      RETURN POLICY

For health and safety of our employees and our customers, NeuEve vaginal products are not able to be restocked. We cannot accept returns for NeuEve vaginal suppositories, NeuEve vaginal cream, or NeuEve vaginal applicators, due to the nature of our product.

Full details
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